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Peer Tutors and Response Groups:
A Facilitative and Collaborative Model
BY JENNIFER

I.

BERNE, LEAH MICHELS, LESLIE ROBERTS

& R.J.

WILLEY

Preface
This article describes a process enacted at a community college that can easily be modified for upper elementary,
middle school, and high school students.

Theoretical framework
In 1981, Peter Elbow helped us imagine a writing
classroom in which students worked together as corespondents when he introduced the field to the term
"reader-based feedback." In this type of feedback,
readers explain the way a piece of writing operates
on them. This feedback helps the writer see his or her
writing anew and, Elbow argues, "Gives you the main
things you need to improve your writing." Writing
teachers who embraced this model did so because not
only did it offer a multiplicity of views on a piece of
writing, but also because it was instructionally sound
for the reader of the piece.
Students learn a great deal about writing while
reading the in-process work of their peers. Bruffee
(1984) argues that the task of writing teachers is to
engage students in conversation among themselves
at as many points in both the writing and reading
process as possible. Peer writing groups are ideal
contexts for this kind of involvement. Born from the
expert/novice research (Flower & Hayes, 1980) on
writing instruction, peer writing groups were arranged
to give writers an audience of peers on the model of
adult writing groups that many professional writers
had experienced. Bishop's (1988) work suggests that
in large part the effects of peer response groups on
student writing has been positive, yet she warns that

the processes of the groups themselves have been
"overrated and oversimplified."
Our experience with writing groups at the community
college was paradoxical. While we knew it was wonderful some of the time, those wonderful times were
so widespread that we began to believe the bad was
outweighing the good. Our students were ill-prepared
to respond to other people's writing and too immature,
too uncertain of their own work, too impatient, or
too bashful to be effective as productive respondents.
Nonetheless, the composition faculty at our college
was unwilling to wholly abandon the notion that peer
writing groups could be effective more often than not.
As writers ourselves, we were too tied to the idea of a
community as crucial in the composing process. And
though we struggled, at times, with the logistics of
it all, we came to believe that responding to writing
as part of a group was not an inaccessible skill, but
rather one that could be learned through experience.
But we were also realists. We had seen enough poor
peer writing groups to know that there is nothing
magical about placing students together and asking
them to respond. In fact, it often seemed that students'
worst affective and intellectual stances came to the
peer group writing table. In our generous moments,
we believed that students suffered through these
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groups without success because they didn't know
what to do. In our more cynical moments we believed
that they were exerting their power by owning the
peer writing group in whatever way they elected to.
For whatever reason, we knew that we must reconfigure the peer writing group if we were to keep it as an
integral part of our writing classrooms. To this end,
we sought out models that would offer support for
student writers as well as support for students learning
to become members of writing groups.

Initial model
At the National Conference on Peer Tutoring in
Writing in Vermont in the early 1990s, we attended
a session held by tutors from a university in our
state. In the session, we learned that this institution
was combining peer writing groups and peer tutors
by requiring groups of students to visit a "writing
consultant" in the writing center for 1 hour a week
outside their regular classroom instruction. Though
this was an additional classroom hour, students were
asked to view it as part of their regular course load.
In this hour, the tutor assisted students to respond
more productively to one another's papers absent the
instructor of the class. Faculty supported the tutors by
meeting with them to discuss their roles in the writing
groups but had no input into the actual session. We
had a small peer tutoring program out of our writing
center as well; therefore, we had the infrastructure
to implement a similar program. Due to the positive
experience the faculty at this institution described, we
returned home intending to try something on the same
model.
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decided to bring the writing center consultant model
into the classroom and employ peer tutors to facilitate
writing groups during class hours.

The Peer Writing Tutor Program
Our writing program is consistent with a contemporary view of composition instruction where the values
are time on task, attention to writing as process, computers as a tool for more flexible drafting, portfolio
assessment, and decentralized authority. Instructors
who elect to teach in another model don't use peer
tutors in their classroom as the tutors are explicitly
trained to fit into the above classroom context. The
tutors expect and are expected to facilitate peer
writing groups during a majority of class sessions
and thus, are mismatched in a classroom that relies
instructionally upon group discussions, lectures, or
individual work.
Instead of sending students to tutors, we brought
the tutors into the classroom where their audience is
captive. For the past 10 years, we have had peer tutors
working in all our developmental writing classrooms.
These tutors are there exclusively to facilitate effective peer writing groups. Unlike one-on-one tutoring
contexts, our tutors work to help peer groups run
smoothly so that the students engage productively
with the writer and the text. Our tutors do not replace
the instructor by telling student writers how to revise,
but rather invite the members of the group to devise
revision strategies for one another. The tutor is
expected to guide and nudge rather than demand and
lead.

Peer response tutors at work

Different Contexts
When we returned to our school, we found that one
solution did not fit all. Unlike the university faculty
we had heard speak at the conference, we were a
2-year college. Our students live off campus and have
full-time jobs, family responsibilities, and various
other commitments that made the addition of a
required class hour untenable. Our union contract also
explicitly forbids faculty from requiring an extra class
hour. These barriers excluded the model we had seen,
yet paved the way for our own version, designed to
fit more with our context and student population. We
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Tutors are expected to act as models for how to
respond to a draft of a paper. Instructors organize
fluid groups of 4 or 5 students who are prepared to get
feedback on drafts of their papers in order that they
might consider various kinds of audience response as
they approach revisions. These revisions are crucial
and required, and our faculty believes it to be more
valuable than faculty-initiated responses for the following reasons:
1. Peer groups provide a diversity of perspectives.
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2. Peer groups act as reading instruction for the
group members.
3. Participants in peer groups learn about writing
from watching a writer receive, and eventually
incorporate feedback from a group.
Peer response groups turn the writing process into a
social activity that multiple persons can access rather
than the private, student instructor proposition it has
previously been.
In all of this, the tutors perform several categories of
work:
1. They begin the conversation, often with statements such as "What questions do we have for
this writer?"
2. They draw out commentary from quieter
group members: "Lance, what do you think?"
3. They summarize conversations: "OK, so Jon
thinks the ending is confusing, and Rose
believes the end should actually be the beginning."
4. They keep the group on task: "This is all very
interesting but how did we get from Kristen's
paper to this conversation?"
5. They help the author incorporate the feedback:
"So I think the group is saying the following.
Perhaps you would like to write it down."
It is important to note that the tutors do not report to
the instructor after every group meeting except in the
most informal of ways

Who are the tutors?
We find our tutors in our own writing groups. That
is, we ask faculty who are using groups to recommend students who seem to excel in asking questions
about their peers' texts. These students are generally
competent but not accomplished. We train them to
ask questions, to prompt conversation, to steer groups
back toward the task at hand when they drift away. In
the necessary classroom shuffle of explaining assignments and requirements, tutors model this classroom
behavior by taking notes, asking questions, and
otherwise participating as class members. However,
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their most important job is that of writing group
facilitator, Because our groups are exclusively peer
response groups, little attention is given to grammar
and mechanics in these groups; therefore, it is not
necessary for tutors to have extraordinary control
over these elements of writing. Grammar is valued
as a function of editing that instructors approach in a
variety of ways as students create finished pieces of
writing. An unexpected consequence of all this has
been the way the groups function to help the tutor. We
have seen tutors go from promising but undisciplined
writers to graceful authors in some part because of
their experiences working with students in writing
classrooms. Exposure to many people tackling many
writing tasks gives tremendous insight into the writing
process. Select students in upper elementary, middle,
and high school can serve as peer tutors in classrooms
with a little bit of creative scheduling. For example,
high school teachers routinely use upper class aides
to manage paperwork and run various errands. These
students can also be trained and utilized as tutors.
This would be valuable to that individual student,
the course instructor, and students in the course.
Similarly, many schools have book buddy programs
in which older students work with younger students
on reading to the benefit of both groups. Peer writing
tutors (who might be a little older, so not exactly
peers) could be structured in a similar fashion.

Student and instructor feedback
Our feedback system has been two-fold. All students
in classrooms with tutors are given a qualitative evaluation form at the end of the year. Those
evaluations have been, on the whole, supportive
and positive. The most telling question: "Would you
like to have a peer tutor in a future writing class?"
was answered positively far more often than not in
a review of the dozens of evaluations collected over
10 years of classes. Student comments regarding the
in-class tutoring program fall into three main areas:
students believe it is helpful in establishing a feeling
of community in the classroom; they see the tutors
as models; they find the tutors invaluable in diffusing student performance anxiety. Instructors value
the program for the same reasons. Reducing student
anxiety is first on their list. Students are reticent to
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express their ideas under the watchful eye of their
instructor no matter how hard that instructor tries
to diffuse his or her own authority. Instructors also
value the way that peer tutors help the groups stay
on task. Peer response groups tend to function more
freely when the instructor is not present in the group,
yet that freedom can overwhelm some groups into
chaos-either no attention to the task or perceived
inability to accomplish it. Peer tutors bring a structure
to the group without the authoritative baggage that the
instructor's presence brings. Of the 30 plus instructors
that have employed tutors in this manner, fewer than
five have not requested them for future semesters. For
those who request them each semester, the tutors have
become a key component in the planning and execution of their writing instruction. The class would need
complete restructuring without this particular kind of
tutorial support.
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Conclusions
We are increasingly convinced that peer response
groups are effective in helping writing students. There
is no substitute for the range of feedback a working
writer receives from a group of peers intent upon
giving quality reader-centered feedback. We are also
convinced from our years in the community college
classroom that giving feedback is a difficult skill, one
requiring significant experience, modeling, and trial
and error. It is also an essential skill, one that accelerates competence and confidence in writing, in reading,
in listening, and in speaking.
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